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Abstract—Image retrieval engines rely on similarity-based processing for finding and retrieving relevant images for a given user-defined query. This relevance-oriented approach, although effective, sometimes does not completely satisfy the possible multiple information needs related to, e.g., ambiguous or under-specified queries or visual summarization tasks. As an alternative, result diversity has been promoted to comprise multiple search aspects. In this context, although many clustering approaches have been applied as part of diversification methods, there is no comprehensive experimental analysis regarding the extent of features and algorithms effectiveness for image clustering and how close they are to human labeling. This paper proposes an analysis based on clustering approaches and discusses experimental results for assessing several visual and textual features and algorithms. Our experimental analysis revealed the difficulty and poor effectiveness of the evaluated methods when automatic clustering-based image groups are compared to the partitions manually created by human assessors. Our findings suggest that the effectiveness limitations of the algorithms and features are a consequence of the semantic gap problem regarding the high level human concepts considered for image clustering and the actual capability of automatic methods on performing such task.

Index Terms—Clustering, Visual Diversity, Content-based Image Retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large collections of images are generated fostered by the technological advances in image acquisition and data storage. Thus, the need to handle these collections in an efficient and effective manner has arisen. In this context, content-based image retrieval systems are introduced as an approach to find the images according to their similarities in relation to a user-provided query example. This approach is centered on the encoding of image visual properties such as color, texture, and shape. Thus, from these properties, it is possible to compute the similarity between the images.

A typical solution for content-based image retrieval requires the application of one or more image descriptors, which can vary according to the application domain. The choice of appropriate image descriptors requires conducting a series of experiments in order to evaluate them in terms of effectiveness for a given image dataset. This evaluation is a complex activity and covers the use of adequate effectiveness assessment measures [1].

As described in [1], content-based image retrieval systems have been used in various applications. An area that extensively uses such systems is medicine. The medical applications can take advantage of these systems for teaching/learning, researching, and diagnosis. For example, in the case of diagnosis, general practitioners often use the similarity of clinical cases in the decision taking process. In this sense, visual features can be used to retrieve similar information for a certain clinical case. Another example of content-based retrieval application is Biodiversity Information Systems. These systems are based on the work that biologists perform for gathering many biodiversity artifacts, including images of living species. Hence, such systems support researchers in the comprehension and understanding of species and their habitats by the information retrieval according to examples.

Finally, the advances of content-based image retrieval systems led to increasing challenges and difficulties related to the conception and improvement of such systems. The retrieval engine itself has to deal with issues such as the relationship between the high-level perception from the user and low-level visual features extracted from digital objects. In essence, given the images wealth and the subjectivity of human perception, the semantic gap becomes one of the greatest challenges in the retrieval process [2], [3]. Hence, the design of system requires the selection of image descriptors suitable to the application domain, the adequate representation of feature vectors, interaction mechanisms, among others aspects.

Furthermore, the development of image retrieval systems to tackle only relevance-based search has been shown as insufficient to satisfy the myriad of user information needs. According to [4], a query provided by a user is frequently ambiguous in some extent. Moreover, the retrieval results can be redundant. These two aspects, ambiguity and redundancy, have motivated the study of the diversity concept in information retrieval. Therefore, diversifying the retrieval results means to expand the concepts related to a query. Hence, it is expected to improve the coverage and novelty of the retrieval results, making it less prone to wrong guessing regarding the possible information needs. For instance, given a search scenario, a user may provide a query using the Portuguese keyword “minas”, with the intent to catalog mines from a particular region according to the type of deposited mineral. This poor and ambiguous query may not allow the system to satisfy the user looking for different aspects. The system can correctly return relevant images of mineral mines, but very redundant or even near-duplicates. Beyond it, the system could answer to the wrong search intent, exhibiting, e.g., only images of explosive devices related to landmines or even only sights from the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais. Hence, in order to improve the information gain and maximize the coverage of the possible query intents, it is useful to promote the so called visual diversity.

Diversity may be defined as a set property related to the conceptual difference between the items in that given set [5]. It
can be applied to attend some needs, including: (i) the absence of an specific item that satisfies the user; (ii) the user intent of obtaining different concepts from a query; (iii) the user desire to select over a diverse collection of items; and (iv) when many information items need to be combined to provide an adequate result [5]. Moreover, search engines must be flexible to handle ambiguous, poor or complex queries that demand diverse results to be properly answered [6].

In this context, some studies like [7] have shown that relevant information is also associated with diversity and its promotion has allowed proper results with regard to user satisfaction and search experience optimization. Nevertheless, the diversification presents as major drawback, which is the possibility of mistakenly promoting irrelevant items to the top of the search results. Therefore, finding a balance between relevance and diversity is a current research challenge [8], [9].

In [10], the authors report that many image retrieval systems incorporating diversity have been applied to optimize the results and, consequently, improve the user satisfaction. These approaches generally rely on two phases: i) traditional retrieval of potentially highly relevant images; and ii) reranking these images to diversify. Moreover, most approaches that encompass diversity promotion apply clustering techniques in the second step.

Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning approach which aims to find natural groups of a set of samples, points, or objects. These groups may differ in terms of the form, size, and density. In general the optimal configuration for the set of points or objects is supposed to be compact and isolated. The clustering is used in order to provide a different view of the data, identifying degrees of similarity from the organization and summarization of these data [11].

These techniques are used to cluster the data into groups based on the similarity between them according to a pre-determined criterion. Each of these groups may represent a query concept implying images with similar visual and/or textual features. The whole set of groups define a structure involving the distinct concepts related to the query. Hence, the diversity-oriented final ranking can be achieved, for instance, selecting a representative image from each conceptual group in a round-robin fashion. This selection aims at yielding a ranking semantically composed with images that convey coverage and novelty regarding the user-defined query and its underlying aspects.

There are many clustering algorithms available in the literature and, although there is no clear definition about the classification of these algorithms, they are generally divided into two categories [12]: partitioning methods and hierarchical methods. The partitioning methods are the most simple and are widely used in image retrieval. In turn, the hierarchical clustering methods are important when we want to organize the data within groups in different levels as a hierarchy. The hierarchical methods were broadly studied in this work due to their promising results in recent works [12], [13].

Despite the simplicity and promising results of the hierarchical clustering methods, some difficulties are encountered regarding the selection of the branches, that are the agglomeration points. This aspect is critical because a bad choice generates low quality clusters in terms of semantic and consistency. Results like this bring into focus current challenges and research directions, as the need to look for a tighter integration between the clustering algorithms and the application domain. In this sense, this integration can be achieved with a better understanding of the properties from the domain and the underlying structures of the applied algorithms [11].

In this paper, image descriptors and clustering algorithms are studied in order to reach a broader perspective of their individual and integrated effectiveness in the diversification process. First, we explore different filtering scenarios to analyze the behavior and effectiveness of the descriptors and clustering algorithms. Then, we apply a ranking criterion to compare the performances in both integrated and isolated views. The integrated view refers to the clustering results and the isolated view refers to the individual effectiveness of descriptors and algorithms. Finally, we discuss the implications of our work and the directions to tackle some challenges stated in the literature and also the ones highlighted by our experimental analysis.

II. RELATED WORK

Image retrieval systems must find and retrieve in an effective manner a set of relevant images that provide, at the same time, some degree of diversity. In this section we discuss some works on image retrieval and visual diversification. We focus on works involving the application of clustering methods aiming to obtain good retrieval results considering the aspects of relevance and diversity.

In this context, the Retrieving Diverse Social Images [14], organized as part of MediaEval Benchmark [1] provided a database with images retrieved from Flickr wherein each image is associated with a particular location or touristic attraction. The provided image database is divided into a development set (devset) and a test set (testset). Figure 1 presents images from the Arch of Triumph locality, exemplifying the images from the collection. Figure 1a shows possible query images for the locality. The challenge on this campaign is to refine the relevance-oriented results for each locality, selecting a subset that is, at the same time, relevant and diverse.

The authors in [16] discuss the results achieved during the MediaEval 2013 campaign providing insights regarding the diversity task. Despite the advances reported by the works in the Retrieving Diverse Social Images task, there are much more room for improvement. The task comprises the relevance and diversity aspects, where the results should have representative relevant images with a maximum coverage and novelty of concepts regarding the query.

As a solution for the described task, the authors in [13] and [17] proposed a method that was divided into four steps: i) pre-filtering; ii) hierarchical clustering; iii) tree refining; and iv) result reranking. In the first step, the objective was to remove images considered as irrelevant [8]. To accomplish

1http://www.multimediaeval.org
2http://www.flickr.com
such objective the authors used: face detection to remove images that contains people as the main subject; geographic information to remove images that were shot far away from the queried location; user-credibility information for removing images with a small number of views on Flickr; and an image focus measure to remove images out-of-focus or blurred, which were also considered as irrelevant for the task. In the following step, an image tree was constructed using the clustering algorithm, and then this tree was refined to improve the clusters final result, and, consequently, the diversification quality. For the construction of the hierarchy the Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH) [18] algorithm was used. The BIRCH algorithm groups similar images in the same cluster or branch with the concept of clustering feature, which is a three dimensional vector that summarizes the cluster information. This vector is composed by the number of images in the cluster and by the linear and quadratic sums of the their visual features. The BIRCH clustering process is described in Algorithm 1.

The BIRCH algorithm starts examining all the images from the dataset, representing clusters with the clustering features, as stated in line 2. As indicated in line 3, the tree is built by these clustering feature vectors in an hierarchical structure using a centroid-based distance. When the tree is completely built, the second phase of the algorithm begins with a successive grouping of the vectors (line 5) using an agglomerative algorithm with, for instance, based on average inter-cluster distance. It is also at this point that the refinement is done, removing clusters that do not approach any other according to their distances. This whole process is oriented by two parameters, the branching factor that represents the number of entries per clustering feature, and the threshold that refers to the diameter that the leaf nodes must satisfy. Therefore, sparse clusters are removed and dense clusters are grouped into larger groups [12].

With the final refined clustering, the diversified ranking was obtained by sorting the clusters in decreasing order based on the number of images, and selecting the most relevant image from each one. This selection occurs by choosing the first image with the highest score from each cluster. The next images to be chosen from the same clusters were selected based on the greater dissimilarity regarding the images previously selected. The effectiveness results demonstrated the consistency and stability of the proposed method. Nevertheless, their best results achieved approximately 0.45 of Cluster Recall [19], a metric that measures the percentage of clusters represented in the final ranking, which is still far from the optimum representativeness.

---

Algorithm 1: BIRCH

1 begin
2 Summarize clusters in clustering features;
3 Build the hierarchical tree based on clustering features;
4 repeat
5 Agglomerate clusters with selected clustering algorithm;
6 Remove clusters with low-density;
7 until Stopping criterion of algorithm to be attended;
8 return Refined clustering
9 end

---

3This was an explicit constraint for the campaign.
4This data reflects the quality of tag-image content relationships.
Another method, proposed in [20], formalized the task as an approximate optimization problem based on [21]. The proposed methods used alternative formal definitions for relevance and diversity according to authors perspective from the task. For relevance, a supervised classification model was used to distinguish relevant images from irrelevant images, replacing the original relevance definition by the probabilistic model output. For diversity, the concept was redefined as the dissimilarity between the most similar image pair from a given set.

The state-of-the-art current results presented in [22] have achieved approximately 0.5 of Cluster Recall. This result reflects that this challenging context still needs to be further studied. In the context of the Retrieving Diverse Social Images task, the methods have been evaluated only based on the final diverse ranking, while the quality of the groups that were taken as input for that final ranking was not actually assessed.

In our work, we highlight the fact that this grouping effectiveness is actually an important step for diversification since the reranking step directly relies on it. Moreover, for the construction of the final ranking, multiple alternative methods may be applied, e.g., in regard to intra and inter-cluster sorting and representative image selection. At the same time, considering currently applied evaluation measures, such as Precision and Cluster Recall, in regard to a given partition of the ground-truth, no matter what image is taken as representative, the final numerical effectiveness do not change. Hence, as a natural assumption, the closer are the clusters constructed to the real partitions, the more beneficial it is for the reranking step taken afterwards. Therefore, instead of evaluating diversity as a property of the final ranking, we propose taking a step backward and analyzing the actual effectiveness of algorithms and features to properly map the input data to conceptual groups.

### III. Proposed Analysis

In this paper we intend to understand the real capability of features and algorithms to reproduce what is performed by a human being, organizing images into conceptual groups. Hence, we propose to evaluate several descriptors and algorithms regarding their clustering effectiveness in comparison to the partitions generated by real users.

Initially, we considered three different scenarios regarding relevance-based filtering of the results in order to perform the clustering effectiveness evaluation. Hence, results were analyzed in a real scenario wherein no filtering is used; in an ideal scenario with noisy (non-relevant) information filtered out; and in a guided scenario wherein, besides noise filtering, the target number of groups for each test query is also known a priori. Therefore, for the different scenarios, we exploit different dataset configurations: a dataset version containing relevant and non-relevant images in the real scenario, and another version composed only by relevant images in both ideal and guided scenarios.

In this first analysis, we intend to construct a broad understanding of important aspects regarding clustering results for diversity: the effect of noise in the dataset, the impact of the number of clusters, and the overall clustering quality. For the first aspect, we intend to understand how the non-relevant images are tackled in the clustering process for diversity, and to what extent they impact the retrieval results. With respect to the number of clusters, the literature claims that this choice is a hard task and particular to the data [11]. Moreover, the clustering associates similar data regarding a concept, which is itself a subjective and user-related aspect. Therefore, analyzing the performance of the clustering algorithms when the number of concepts are known a priori is an interesting and important study for assessing whether it is a limiting factor or not. Finally, the proper clustering quality assessment in regard to the representativeness of the multiple possible concepts is quite important since the accurate detection of such concepts could provide extrinsic improvements for the diversification objective.

From the clustering performance in different scenarios, we conducted a deeper analysis to assess the individual performances of descriptors and algorithms. For this analysis, we propose three ranking criteria related to descriptors and algorithms effectiveness: the matching measures, which quantifies how close are the clusters in comparison to the partitions generated by human beings; the relative ranking positions, which establish the average ranking position of descriptors and algorithms in terms of the matching measures; and the impact of filtering on their clustering effectiveness. In this second step, we aimed at highlighting features and algorithms promising to the application domain, as well as a tighter integration for the diversity objective.

### IV. Experimental Setup

In this section we describe the settings for the experimental effectiveness evaluation. These aspects refer to the database, visual properties, text similarity measures, clustering validation measures.

#### A. Dataset

The descriptors and algorithms were evaluated using the image collection from the Retrieving Diverse Social Images Task [14] from MediaEval 2015. We use the devset to perform the experiments. The devset includes 153 localities wherein each locality there are roughly 300 images obtained from Flickr. Moreover, each locality also contains additional information, such as visual descriptors, textual metadata, and relevance and diversity ground-truth.

The ground-truth is an important aspect in this work since it was used to conduct the clustering quality evaluation. As described in [14], this ground-truth was generated from real specialist user annotations. For relevance, the users were required to analyze each image for annotation as relevant or non-relevant. In this process, it was allowed to use additional resources, as the Internet, to help them in the decision-making. For diversity, the users were required to group the relevant images with similar visual concepts in clusters and label the clusters with appropriated names. For the final groups definition, all the process of ground-truth generation was done with voting and revision procedures. For relevance assessment
of the devset, 11 human assessors were involved. In turn, for
diversity ground-truth generation, the devset was labeled by
3 individuals, which annotated different parts of the data by
visually grouping the images.

B. Visual Properties and Textual Similarity

We selected 38 features for analysis, including visual
descriptors and text measures. Besides the descriptors provided by
the Retrieving Diverse Social Images task, we used all
descriptors reported in [23].

1) Visual Descriptors: Although visual descriptors can
extract multiple information, they can be roughly divided
according to the main visual aspect represented. Therefore,
considering it, we can group the evaluated descriptors into the
following categories:
- Color: ACC [24], BIC [24], [25], CM, CM3x3, CN,
  CN3x3, CLD, CSD, JCH, LUM, OPHIST, SCD, SCH;
- Texture: CEDD, EHD, FCTH, Gabor, GIST [26],
  GLRLM, GLRLM3x3, JCD, LAS [24], LBP, LBP3x3,
  PHOG, and Tamura;
- Structure: CNN_AD, CNN_GEN, DSM, HOG, HSM,
  HSWSA, WSA.

2) Text Similarity Measures: The text measures were pro-
vided by the task were the TF, DF, and TF-IDF. The TF is the
term frequency that corresponds to the number of occurrences
in the text field, the DF is the document frequency representing
the number of entities with the term, and the TF-IDF is the
intrinsic relation with diversity in terms of concepts hierarchies
and for the promising results that have been reported on
different domains [12]. As partitional algorithms have been
extensively applied on recent works, we intend to evaluate the
potential of alternative hierarchical methods. Moreover, to the
best of our knowledge, no previous work have comprehen-
sively and comparatively evaluated the effectiveness of par-
tional algorithms: one partitional and five hierarchical. We mainly
focus on the hierarchical algorithms taking into account an
intrinsic relation with diversity in terms of concepts hierarchies
and for the promising results that have been reported on
different domains [12]. As partitional algorithms have been
extensively applied on recent works, we intend to evaluate the
potential of alternative hierarchical methods. Moreover, to the
best of our knowledge, no previous work have comprehen-
sively and comparatively evaluated the effectiveness of par-
tional and hierarchical methods for the diversity promotion
task.

The hierarchical algorithms evaluated are: single-link,
complete-link, average-link [29], BIRCH [18], and Chameleon [30]. The three first are classic algorithms
commonly used to create groups with hierarchies. As an
important parameter, most of them take the number of clusters
as a stopping criterion. In our experiments, based on previous
empirical results, it was set to 40 clusters. Finally, the last
two are promising hierarchical algorithms [12]. They do not
need the number of clusters as parameter. Notably, to the

D. Clustering Assessment

Given the context of clustering as a diversification approach,
one important aspect to be evaluated is whether the clustering
structures discovered are satisfactory. To assess the clustering
results, we may apply several evaluation measures to analyze
the quality of the clusters generated. To this assessment, we
use the term cluster in regard to the groups generated by clus-
tering algorithm and partitions in regard to groups manually
generated by human beings. We use extrinsic matching based
measures considering that the ground-truth is known. The
matching character means that the measure quantify the extent
to which a cluster contains images from a certain partition of
the ground-truth.

As described in Section [V-A] the ground-truth provided was
generated by real specialist users. In particular, we compute
the following measures: purity, maximum matching and F-
measure [31]. These measures convey values between 0 and 1,
wherein 0 indicates no similarity between clusters and
partitions, and 1 indicates an exact matching.

The purity measure (Equation 1), quantifies to what degree
a cluster $c_i$ has objects from a ground-truth partition $t_j$.

$$purity_{ij} = \frac{1}{n_i} \max_{j=1}^{k} \{ \Omega_{ij} \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where \( n \) is the number of objects from the clustering and \( \Omega_{ij} \) is the number of common objects between a cluster and a partition. For each cluster, the purity measure looks for the partition to which the cluster has the greatest number of common objects. Thus, the measure quantifies how pure a cluster is based on the ratio between the intersection of objects with that partition and the total number of objects from the particular cluster.

To assess the purity for the entire clustering one just need to perform the sum of individual purities, as shown in Equation \( 2 \):

\[
purity = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{r} k \max_{j=1} \{ \Omega_{ij} \}
\]  

(2)

By definition, the purity measure allows more than one group to have the greatest intersection with the same partition. Alternatively, the maximum matching measure deals with this aspect while aims to maximize the sum of common objects between clusters and partitions. However, only one cluster can match with a given partition. The maximum matching measure has a graph-based definition, wherein the clusters and partitions are taken as vertices and the links, representing the existence of objects in common, are the edges. This measure is formulated as shown in Equation \( 3 \):

\[
match = \arg \max_{M} \left\{ \frac{w(M)}{n} \right\}
\]  

(3)

where \( M \) is the subset of edges that do not have common vertices and \( w(M) \) is the sum of weights of the edges from \( M \).

As an illustration, Figure 2 presents a clustering configuration for the K-Means algorithm where the partitions from the ground-truth are known. Each cluster is represented by different symbols (squares, triangles, and circles). The centroids are represented by the black objects, the objects with gray color are in the correct partition and the white ones were clustered in a wrong place.

![Figure 2: Clustering example with available ground-truth presenting a high matching degree. Source: [31].](image)

Observing the clustering from Figure 2 we can notice that it presents a high purity degree taking into account the number of objects in common with the respective partition, and the low number of objects erroneously grouped. For this example, the maximum matching measure provides the same result due to the clusters matching are already on the configuration that maximize the weighted sum.

From Figure 3 we can notice a contrast regarding the result on Figure 2. Besides the number of objects grouped in a wrong manner being relatively high as we can see looking at the white triangles, the matching of each cluster with a unique partition is not attended for the square and circle clusters considering the gray color meaning. These clusters share the same partition regarding the maximum number of objects, thus, the maximum matching value reflect a penalization in this configuration, indicating a low quality of the clustering.

![Figure 3: Clustering example with available ground-truth presenting a low matching degree. Source: [31].](image)

Finally, we also considered the F-measure, which is defined as the harmonic mean between Precision (Equation \( 4 \)) and Recall (Equation \( 5 \)). The precision \( P \) of a cluster represents the ratio between the cluster objects in common with the partition with the maximum overlap and the total number of objects from the cluster, similar to purity. The recall \( R \) of a cluster represents the common objects of a partition regarding the corresponding cluster with the maximum overlap.

\[
P_i = \frac{1}{n_i} \max_{j=1} \{ \Omega_{ij} \}
\]  

(4)

\[
R_i = \frac{1}{m_j} \max_{j=1} \{ \Omega_{ij} \}
\]  

(5)

where \( n_i \) is the number of objects from the cluster \( i \), \( \Omega_{ij} \) is the common objects between a cluster \( i \) and a partition \( j \), and \( m_j \) is the number of objects from the partition \( j \). The F-measure for a cluster is given by Equation \( 6 \) which may be averaged for all clusters.

\[
F_i = \frac{2 \times P_i \times R_i}{P_i + R_i}
\]  

(6)

The F-measure for the entire clustering is simply the average of individual F-measures from each cluster. The maximum value that can be obtained, the value 1, indicates an ideal clustering.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have conducted the following experimental evaluations: Section V-A presents the general clustering evaluation considering the three filtering scenarios and Sections V-B and V-C discuss the clustering effectiveness considering the comparative of descriptors and algorithms.

A. Clustering Performance Analyses

The different filtering scenarios studied intended to allow an evaluation of the algorithms and descriptors considering the measures of purity, maximum matching and F-measure. The clustering algorithms were ran in combination to each of the 38 descriptors for all 153 localities. Each combination was evaluated with the matching measures for each locality and for the different filtering scenarios. In total, 228 combinations of algorithms and descriptors were executed for each scenario, except for the guided scenario for which we executed 152 combinations due to BIRCH and Chameleon not taking the number of clusters as input. For each combination, all individual matching measures were computed. In this section, for analysis purposes, we report and discuss only purity results for the complete-link algorithm due to the correlation and similar behavior observed in the results for all algorithms and measures. The experimental results are discussed in the following subsections.

1) Real Scenario: The real scenario represents a dataset containing relevant image as well as non-relevant images. When we considered the use of no relevance-based filtering, we observed that the best results achieved a maximum value around 0.3 for the purity measure. For instance, Figure 4 presents the purity-based evaluation for the complete-link algorithm.

As we can see, the best feature achieved only 0.31 and, for the same algorithm and metric, some features fall close to 0.1. These results reflect the difference between the generated clusters and the real partitions in the dataset and indicates an noticeable limitation of the algorithms to deal with non-relevant or noisy images. For the other metrics, the values indicated even smaller correspondence to the human-generated partitions.

2) Ideal Scenario: With the objective of assessing the isolated performance of the clustering, we applied a perfect filtering approach to adjust the dataset to contain only relevant images. From this scenario, an improvement in the results was expected. The experiments supported this as it is shown in Figure 5 for the same algorithm discussed in the previous section.

The complete-link algorithm achieved a result of approximately 0.53 of purity and, for all combinations, there were significant gains in comparison to the real scenario. However, even in an ideal dataset, the best paring of clustering algorithms and features only represents clusters in roughly half of the ideal purity degree of similarity considering the concepts separation from real users. Moreover, at this point, we may observe a trend related to the existence of a common subset of descriptors with the best values independent of metric, algorithm, and even the scenario. We may highlight the promising clustering performance of BIC, BM25, DICE, DSM, HSM, and Jaccard.

3) Guided Scenario: According to [11], automatically determining the number of clusters has been one of the most difficult problems in the clustering task. Considering this, we assume a different scenario beyond only taking relevant images. In this scenario, the number of clusters is also assumed as known a priori. We intend to understand how this aspect could impact the clustering performance. Following the previous results for complete-link purity, Figure 6 shows the results for this guided scenario.

Despite the exact tuning on the number of clusters, the complete-link algorithm did not present significant improvements. Similarly, the other algorithms and metrics presented the same behavior and no significant gains. Therefore, we believe the semantic gap problem is a harder limitation beyond the number of clusters. These results highlight the difficulty of the low-level features on providing the cluster algorithms with proper similarity evidences for the unsupervised feature space partitioning, which was not positively affected even when the number of partitions was known in advance.

B. Descriptors Performances Analyses

In this section, we discuss the comparative analysis conducted between descriptors. We intend to understand their effectiveness for image clustering in the target domain. The performance analyses for the descriptors are organized and discussed considering the following aspects: matching-based effectiveness, relative ranking positions, and filtering impact.

1) Matching-based Effectiveness Comparison: For this analysis, the 38 descriptors were compared using the three measures. In particular, the scope selected was the ideal scenario. We evaluated all the combinations of algorithms (6) and localities (153). Therefore, for each descriptor, we used 918 effectiveness measurements and we report average values and confidence intervals (95% confidence). Figure 7 presents the results sorted by average purity. The top performing descriptors were the HSM and DSM, which are Bag-of-Visual-Words-based descriptors. These descriptors are based on sparse (Harris-Laplace detector) SIFT, with 512 visual words (randomly selected), soft assignment ($\sigma = 150$), and max pooling. These descriptors also achieved the best result for maximum matching and had a high F-measure performance when compared to the other algorithms. Notably, the small confidence intervals shows stable results regarding the effectiveness of the descriptors. Besides that, these results demonstrate a correlation in terms of the highlighted descriptors from the analysis in the previous scenario. Moreover, in Figure 8 it is also possible to observer descriptors with low performances for the domain.

2) Relative Ranking Positions: Considering the 3 scenarios, for each of the 6 clustering algorithms, a ranking of descriptors was conducted based on their matching-based effectiveness results. We used 48 rankings from the 3 matching measures to obtain the performances by average positions. Figure 8

The number of rankings is smaller since BIRCH and Chameleon do not allow the guided scenario for not taking the number of clusters as input.
Figure 4: Experimental results for complete-link purity in the real scenario.

Figure 5: Experimental results for the complete-link purity in ideal scenario.
Figure 6: Experimental results for the complete-link purity in the guided scenario.

Figure 7: Descriptors sorted by average purity values.
presents the final average ranking results and confidence intervals (95% confidence) for all rankings.

From the relative ranking analysis, it was possible to notice common best descriptors for the different measures, as also stated in the previous discussion. Besides that, the relative ranking provides a broad perspective of the descriptors performances. For instance, the Jaccard descriptor did not have the best purity values considering its results for all scenarios, but it demonstrates stability and relative high performance with the best overall relative ranking. Besides, we have also noticed a similar behavior when separately taking the different filtering scenarios.

3) Filtering Impact: Finally, the descriptors were analyzed in terms of the filtering impact for each measure. We compared the measures for all descriptors regarding the relative gains from the real scenario to the ideal scenario. For instance, Figure 9 shows the relative gains for purity.

With these results we can see the benefits of filtering and observe that the descriptors with lower values in terms of measures (Figure 7) and rankings (Figure 8) tend to have important relative gains. Therefore, these results suggest that the descriptors with the best average measures are more stable with regard to noise (non-relevant) items. Furthermore, an interesting fact is that the filtering step demonstrated to be a really important aspect since all descriptors achieved absolute gains.

C. Algorithms Performances Analyses

Similar to the evaluation conducted for the descriptors, we have also investigated the general effectiveness of the clustering methods studied. In the following, we present the results and discussions of the matching-based and relative ranking effectivenesses of the clustering algorithms.

1) Matching-based Effectiveness Comparison: For each algorithm, we obtained 5,814 clustering configurations for each measure considering the 153 localities and the 38 descriptors. The six clustering algorithms were evaluated by their average purity in the ideal scenario. Table I shows the average purities for the algorithms. In general, the BIRCH achieved the best results, confirming its promising effectiveness. Even so, the effectiveness of all algorithms are close for all metrics and the confidence intervals were considered too large, indicating a high variation in the results for all locations/scenarios and a high influence of the features encoded by the descriptors on the effectiveness.

2) Relative Ranking Positions: This ranking analysis was done by computing the total frequency of the best performing algorithm for all the descriptors. For example, considering the BIC descriptor, we selected the best instance taking into account its usage with the six algorithms. The ideal scenario was considered and this analysis was done for each measure. Considering the ranking position analysis, the algorithms presented a behavior similar to the previous analysis, where BIRCH had superior effectiveness as the best performing algorithm for most of the evaluated features (21) as presented in Table II.

3) Filtering Impact: Finally, similar to the descriptors, regarding the filtering impact, the algorithms had relative gains on purity where, in general, the impact was higher the lower was the algorithm performance (Table I). An exception was the Chameleon algorithm, which had a lower filtering impact despite its matching-based effectiveness results. We believe that, in general, its effectiveness was reduced due to the characteristics of the relative thresholds used to agglomerate the objects and generate the clusters. This is an aspect also claimed by its authors in [30], where they state the possible necessity to adjust the relative concepts of interconnectivity and closeness according to the application domain. Despite these purity results, in general, the algorithms tend to present a uniform filtering impact. Overall, these results suggest that the filtering is decisive to the clustering algorithms effectiveness and highlights the difficulty that noisy items bring to the grouping process.

VI. Conclusions

In this study, we performed an experimental analyses targeting a broad perspective and understanding of the image clustering task for visual diversification. The experiments demonstrated a low similarity between automatically generated clusters and human-generated partitions regardless the filtering scenario applied. In this context, the descriptors effectiveness analyses demonstrated the importance of applying the proper features in regard to the data clustering domain. The experiments also reflects the fact that there is no better clustering algorithm, demonstrating the need to achieve a tighter integration between the algorithms and the application needs or even in a more profound way to specific queries or contexts.

Additionally, we highlighted the best descriptors for the domain based on the matching-based effectiveness comparison and relative ranking position analyses. In the first analysis, we have shown that the descriptors that best perform were roughly the same for all algorithms. In the second analysis, the previous results were corroborated since the descriptors with best average ranking positions were also roughly the same best performing descriptors from the previous analysis.

Furthermore, considering the filtering impact, the relative gain results show the importance of the noise removal step as all descriptors achieved superior performance when in the ideal scenario. Finally, we conclude that even the best performing descriptors for each clustering algorithm in an ideal filtering scenario are still distant from the human being conceptual understanding. These findings ratifies the semantic gap problem as the main limiting aspect and highlights the need for further development.
Figure 8: Descriptors sorted by average positions.

Figure 9: Descriptors relative gains for purity between the real and ideal scenarios.
VII. FUTURE WORK

As future work, as an attempt to attenuate the semantic gap, we will evaluate a multimodal feature approach to improve the low-level features representation of images. Moreover, regarding the performance of the algorithms, we may apply ensemble clustering techniques to obtain better decisions and, consequently, better clusters. Thus, we intend to use a cooperative approach to build a more mature instance. With this, we hope to overcome the semantic gap in some extent considering subjective and objective aspects related to the task. Finally, important effectiveness advances may be achieved by introducing dynamic processing in terms of features and algorithms for different retrieval scenarios and queries.
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